
   Illustrator of the Month: Jenni Desmond

 Albert's Tree
by Jenni Desmond

ISBN: 9780763696887
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Candlewick
Pub. Date: 2018-04-10
Pages: 32
Price: $21.99

Waa! Waa! Why is Albert's favorite tree crying? And how can he cheer it up? From artist Jenni Desmond comes a warm and funny story about finding a new
friend in a very unexpected place.

Awake after his long sleep, Albert the bear can't wait to spend time in his own special tree, which is always so quiet and peaceful. But not today. Today
Albert's tree is crying. How can he cheer it up? Albert's friend Rabbit suggests digging holes for Tree to play in, but the wailing continues. Eating grass
always makes Caribou happy, but an offering of grass does nothing to stop the noise (which is getting to be a bit much). "STOP CRYING!" roars Albert, but
the bawling only gets louder. There's just one thing to do: Albert climbs up to his favorite branch and gives Tree a hug. To Albert's surprise, he hears a little
voice say, "I'm afraid of the big hairy monster." Who said that? And just who is the big hairy monster?

 The Blue Whale
by Jenni Desmond

ISBN: 9781592701650
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Enchanted Lion Books
Pub. Date: 2015-06-05
Pages: 48
Price: $26.50

A nonfiction picture book,The Blue Whale draws children into the life and world of this enormous whale by situating facts within a familiar context that is
fun and engaging. Here, readers are given the actual size of an eye right on the page, and we are informed how understand this whale's body size in relation
to trucks, cars, milk bottles, and hippos!  With an accurate and engaging text, fully vetted by a blue whale expert, and lyrically lovely illustrations,The Blue
Whale is a book that invites children in and holds their attention. Its tempo is like a pleasing melody, which means that the information never becomes too
weighty or exhausting--a key thing when it comes to young readers and their enjoyment of a book!
A graduate of the renowned MA children's book illustration program at the Cambridge School of Art (ARU),Jenni Desmond works from her studio in
London, England.  She uses collage, paint, and pencil crayons to create her artwork, which she then scans and edits by computer. Jenni strives to make her
illustrations entertaining, beautiful, and funny in equal measure.  Her first picture bookRed Cat Blue Cat (Blue Apple Books, 2012) won the Cambridgeshire
Read it Again Picture Book Award 2013, and she has shown her artwork in many exhibitions in the United Kingdom, including the Royal Academy of Art
Summer Exhibition.

 I Have a Little Seedling
by  Cari Meister

ISBN: 9781534410022
Binding: Board book 
Series: New Books for Newborns
Publisher: Little Simon
Pub. Date: 2018-04-10
Pages: 14
Price: $10.99

New Books for Newborns is where to start. With lilting lullaby text and lovely illustrations, the New Books for Newborns stories are the perfect first books
for new parents to share with their little ones right from the start!Start here. With so many decisions to be made when you have a baby, it can be difficult to
figure out what's right in the first year. But with this line of storybooks, you really just need to open the book and start reading. Designed as the very first
books to start sharing with your baby, these just-right stories have soothing read-aloud texts that are perfect for reading together. So start here. Snuggle up.
It's story time! In this sweet board book, a little seedling needs some rain, bright sunshine, and gentle hands to care for it, so that one day, it can spread its
roots and grow into a mighty tree--just like the child that grows up beside it. A lovely book for parents to share about growing roots and branching out.
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 The Polar Bear

by Jenni Desmond

ISBN: 9781592702008
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Enchanted Lion Books
Pub. Date: 2016-11-25
Pages: 48
Price: $25.95

A gorgeously illustrated nonfiction book about the polar bear, this is a factually accurate as well as a poetic exploration of polar bear bodies, habits, and
habitats. Working in a painterly, expressive way, Jenni Desmond creates landscapes and creatures that are marked by atmosphere and emotion, telling a story
about bears that engages the reader's interest in amazing facts as well as their deep sense of wonder.A graduate of the renowned MA program in Children's
Book Illustration at the Cambridge School of Art (ARU),Jenni Desmond works from her studio in London, UK. This, her second book for Enchanted Lion,
will be followed by one about elephants.
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